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We  explained  our  view  on  how  the
advertising industry got into its current
mess and  how adblocking works. As
to how we get out of this mess, there
is  only  one  way  out:  Please  your
audience  first,  and  everything  else
follows.

What  this  means  in  practice  can  be
boiled  down  to  this  simple  rule:  the
value of the content and features you
deliver  must  sufficiently  exceed  the
hassles  that  motivate  ad  blocked
users  (annoyance,  security,  privacy,
performance).  For  ad-supported
publishers, this is the so-called “value
exchange” between websites and their
readers:  The  website  provides  free
content in exchange for some amount
of their users’ attention to ads. This is
the  implicit  contract  that  exists
between  publishers  and  their
audience. Ask for too much attention
to ads, or don’t provide enough value

to  your  audience,  and  you  will  lose
your audience because you’ve broken
the implicit contract.

Ad  blockers  break  this  implicit
contract between publishers and their
readers by allowing readers to get the
value  without  providing  any  value  in
return, eventually forcing publishers to
renegotiate  the  terms of  this  implicit
contract.  Only  this  time,  the contract
will  have  to  be  more  explicitly
renegotiated.

When  GDPR  hits  Europe  mid  2018,
websites will  be  required  to  disclose
their  privacy  practices  in  an  “in  your
face”  way,  much  like  the  way  the
current  European  cookie  law  works.
Some websites in the U.S. proactively
disclose this information as well,  not
relying  on  users  to  find  some  legal
document buried in a privacy policy, if
users can even find that.
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Adtoniq  gives website  administrators
tools  to  help  them  address  this
challenge,  but  we  can’t  fix  the  part
about the value of content exceeding
the  hassles.  Only  the  website  owner
can fix that. If a website has content
that  can  be  easily  found  elsewhere
with a much better experience, guess
where the readers will go?

What  Adtoniq  does  is  help  websites
focus on this problem using analytics,
communicate their value exchange to
their  ad  blocked  audience,  protect

content on their site as incentive, and
restore blocked services which should
have a measurable impact on revenue.
What  Adtoniq  does  that  is  unique  is
restore services with the simple click
of a button, as opposed to coaching a
user  as  to  how  to  disable  their  ad
blocker, if they even can.

Some  users  are  behind  adblocking
VPNs  or  proxy  servers  and  couldn’t
disable adblocking even if they wanted
to. Adtoniq uniquely gives these users
a way to opt in at the click of a button,
on  their  own  terms,  even  if  they
otherwise  could  not  disable  their
adblocker.
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